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With more calibrated histories of modern art available in different parts of the world, the 

jaded notion of ‘influence’ is likely to fade out of the critical apparatus. Instead we can 

work  with a productive paradox: to navigate uncharted trajectories connecting artists 

working with approximately similar quests, but different diachronic frames and widely 

separated geographies. Relatedly, to regard the auteur as original and autonomous but 

also affiliated with colleagues known and unknown; and to understand the artist’s form 

and style as conjunctural -- based on creative exigency rather than the privilege of 

chronology and place.  

Do we then arrive at a more complex understanding of the universal in art history, 

or do we abandon the universal as the enlightenment’s meta-narrative of individual 

sovereignty with a unitary and hegemonic ideology reinforcing its source in the modern 

west? Art history as a discipline is now struggling with these issues, its cadres divided 

into global art advocates and their more varied detractors.   

The academy sets up a respectable diachrony for art history, then extends the 

discipline laterally--into cultural discourse, postcolonial and feminist studies , 

anthropology and psychoanalysis. From production, to contextual  inscription, to 

discourse, display and reception, the privilege of ‘true’ understanding  is always of course 

at stake. In more recent years, critical dialogues generated between the academy and 
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exhibition circuits, give these expanded frameworks of art-historical knowledge fresh 

criteria. They also offer a phenomenological turn, whereby exhibitory flatness overlaps 

with scholarly depth –and stretches the interpretive dimensions of artworks. The viewing 

circumstance in an exhibition are conducive to critical revisions: a well-conceived 

synchronic plotting of artworks involves redrawing the contours of contemporary art; that 

in turn leads to diachronic reflexivity whereby chronologies and criteria embedded in the 

discipline of (modern) art history are reexamined. That these revisions are often blocked 

by the very academy, and by the museum end of the exhibitory domain, not to speak of 

the market, is, of course, telling.  

The international  exhibition effect is that of displacement—the work is torn from 

its cultural context, meaning from its political mooring. Precisely such a displacement is 

made significant but almost invariably in terms of a universalist avantgarde aesthetic. 

(Catherine David’s Documenta 10).  

Paradoxically, the current exhibition effect banks on ‘chance’ discoveries based, 

more than ever before, on (local) difference. That may be, as cynical opinion goes, a 

gratuitous attraction; on the other hand, the improvisatory act of making and viewing 

exhibitions produces cognitive tropes, so that there is a recoding of that very ‘difference’ 

and it comes to be positioned as a rhetorical nugget or, better, as a critical lever that 

extends the horizon of  art as it does its political reach. New spaces open out, canons are 

shifted, rearranged or undone, sometimes radically. Because differential attributes are 

comprehended by viewers in situ and at once, the exhibition can become an act of ethical 

emplacement. The viewer and scholar together can then potentially go beyond 

institutionalized art history and towards the historical imaginary  that the present political 

demands from all contestatory cultures, including art. (Okwui Enzewor’s Documenta 11, 

Seville-2, and, presumably, Kwangju, 2008). 

But, here, we must plunge into the deep end of the artist’s studio, quoting the 

protocols of practice as a guide to decoding ‘difference’ --by situating it in the moment 

when an artist encounters the limits of an inherited language and produces the necessary 

rupture in the cultural conventions of a given time and place. The test of practice is 

particularly keen for artworks that are historically specific and position political 
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intransigence; and, paradoxically, those that are spiritually remote and offer bare codes to 

withstand the very popularity of contemporary art—like Nasreen.  

 
 
Nasreen in exhibitions.  
 

So what is Nasreen doing within this art-historical discourse; what do we gain by turning 

our scrutiny on so liminal an artist as Nasreen?  Will the encountering protocol towards 

artworks that are formal, frugal, modest, evanescent, help us with art-historical answers 

that the ideology-critique shaped by postcolonial postmodernism makes too ponderous? 

Will honing into such works reveal more about the migratory life of forms and their 

changing semiotic structures; will they yield us  fine-tuned relationships between 

subjectivity, thought, language and culture--cardinal points of discourse in aesthetics—

that then inflect art-historical universals, take them beyond formalism? 

At home, in India, Nasreen  was the first woman artist (rather, one of the first 

Indian artists, male or female)  to situate herself within the more severe injunctions of the 

modernist regime and, indeed, within the formalist version of twentieth century 

avantgardes.1  She was a cosmopolitan person and artist but not known internationally for 

                                                 
1 Nasreen can of course be positioned in modernist art historical discourse along a straight path in all 
justification, considering she trained in London and Paris, loved Klee, Kandinsky (as the author of Towards the 
Spiritual…), and became, on her return to India, part of an abstractionist  milieu  empathetic to the later school 
of Paris-- in Nasreen’s case Mathieu and to a lesser extent Henri Michaux. What is as  important is that she 
soon outgrew her romance with colour, expressionist mark and seductive surface and became, in the early 
1970s, the most austere, the most original and the most courageous of abstractionists.(de Zheger on 
abstraction) 

Nasreen’s mature, ink and graphite drawings from the 1970s, are resolutely non-pictorial, an-iconic, 
and non-symbolic; finally they relate less to Paul Klee or Kandinsky (who are, for all their modernist inversions 
of the Renaissance aesthetic, pictorial and iconic, symbolic and metaphoric) and more to Mondrian’s early 
works, and the Russian Suprematists—especially Malevitch-- because of the conceptual (metaphysical) basis of 
their abstraction. Thence, she seemed to have come closer in spirit—but not, so far as we know, through any 
substantial acquaintance with her work --to the reclusive (en-gendered) minimalism of Agnes Martin.  

Nasreen’s pristine  form of abstraction, canonical as well as ephemeral, put her at odds with her 
predominantly male peers in India who were, at the time, committedly figurative, seeking a place for people 
within the national imaginary in the ideological sense of that claim. Located thus, Nasreen pursued her solitary 
quest with exemplary grace. Her spare, monk-like studio, her style of being, her teaching procedures--these are 
all something of a legend in India. As is the fact that she as gracefully stepped outside the modernist regime and 
embraced a larger universe: via Zen Buddhism, Islamic architecture, Sufi poetry, Persian calligraphy, and a 
poetics drawn from nature or, rather, from a culturally favoured geography-- desert horizon, the moon’s life-
cycle, the  Arabian sea connecting the  shores of India and Arabia. Also modern technology, precision 
instruments, elegant cars, heavy cameras, all which she wielded with an ease befitting one who is cosmopolitan 
as she is mystically inclined--not an unusual figure within oriental civilizations that developed the economies of 
sea-trade, theological exchange, and sophisticated knowledge of geography, science and the cosmos.  
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the simple reason that the globalization of Indian art began in the 1990s, after she was no 

more. Her recent international appearances include: Grant Watson and Suman Gopinath’s 

InIVA exhibition in the UK in 199---; the 2005 exhibition by Catherine de Zegher at the  

Drawing Centre in New York, where she was shown in conjunction with Agnes Martin 

(Canada/USA 1912-2004),Emma Kunz (Switzerland, 1882-1963), Hilma AF Klint 

(Sweden, 1862-1944), and. In the 2006 Asia Pacific Triennial in Brisbane, Sohanya 

Raffel  showed her among the key figures of Asian/Indian art-- including Anish Kapoor, 

and Kumar Shahani. In Cornelia Butler’s Wack! (USA, 2007) she belongs (in the 

company of compatriot Zarina Hashmi) with the many great feminist artists of the 1960s 

and 70s.  

The Documenta12 curators, Roger Buergel and Ruth Noack, showed three rooms 

of Nasreens’  drawings in pen and ink (with graphite) and some of her black and white 

photographs. One Agnes Martin was placed in her space, not so much to show and tell 

the source  as quite simply to index the route through which Nasreen  had arrived within 

the domain of western connoisseurship. This was part of their curatorial strategy 

throughout the exhibition: they had set up multiple tracks and corresponding relays-—

modernist, and feminist, in particular--paying particular attention to the abstractionists 

among women from the generation of the radical, male-dominated 1960s, and thence into 

the 1970s when feminist art became a major avantgard track. Included in this Documenta 

were modernist artists of relevance to Nasreen: for example, there was an iterative 

presence of  the Mira Schendel (from Brazil), Tanaka Atsuko (from Japan) and Bella 

Kolarova (from -------.)  

Nasreen’s story is now situated with other  similarly positioned women artists of  

her own generation elsewhere in the world. We owe this epiphany of multiple 

appearances expressly to the curators  who have wider agendas:  for stretching the 

modernist canons until they give way to art historical revisions; for chastising the 

academy in its slow researches on even so urgent a ground as that of modernity elsewhere 

in the world;  for envisioning a more sophisticated  and complex universalism than that 

fashioned by western interests alone; for making visible developments in the grammar of 

the more fragile strain in modernist abstraction. And for seeking filial configurations that 
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foreground  a nascent feminism  in relation to the later canons that constitute feminist art 

itself.  

 

Graphs and Grids 

Let us begin with a reading of  Nasreen’s  ‘all-over’ grid structures in imitation of a 

ready-made graph-paper. The grid has received close attention as a structural assumption 

of modernist art; it is also a cognitive device in the structuralist sense of the word. 2 The 

grid mediates material matrices; it plots and encodes metaphors/ myths as systematic 

language within larger cultural paradigms; it also visualizes, in its very austerity, the 

geometric basis of the differential principle involved in obtaining primary meaning 

within any/every language.  

Now consider this: while a prominent feature of Nasreen’s 1970s drawings is 

indeed the square-format paper with a grid-like tracery, the equally persistent feature is 

the interruption/ disruption of the underlying grid rather than its stability. While she plots 

the paper to embark as if on an exercise of symmetry, almost everything that follows is 

asymmetrical. The strictly ruled lines differ in their density--the pressure of the graphite 

point or the ‘load’ of ink carried by the pen/ nib varies with each line. Clusters of 

horizontals split into spatial intervals stretched with tight, sparse, hair-thin lines. 

Moreover these potential grids are not structured with corresponding verticals but rather 

with fragile, stringy lines that loop (with invisible hooks, knots, stitches) into the secured 

horizontals making up a precarious joinery rather than a pristine grid.  

There are many accidents, even little irritations, that suggest other metaphors: the 

lines meet to strike a musical note not always in tune, the musical instrument snaps its 

strings, the gentle thrumming falls into disarray. The textile pattern comes undone, stray 

threads hang loose in the finely warped grid. Air currents are mildly eccentric, the water 

surface ruffled. Ruled lines that might be tension wires slope and dive.  

                                                 
2 I quote two passages from Rosalind Krauss:  
the grid announces among other things, modern art’s will to silence, its hostility to literature, to narrative, to discourse. 
 
The physical qualities of the surface, we could say, are mapped on to the aesthetic dimension of the same surface. And these two 
planes—the physical and the aesthetic—are demonstrated to be the same plane: co-extensive, and . . . coordinate. Considered in 
this way, the bottom line of the grid is a naked and determined materialism.  
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Even when she actually uses graph-paper, she contradicts its neutrality by 

drawing literally against the grain a virtual image: a free-floating plane, an architectural 

member, constructed from a mass of lines modulated to create tone or weight or 

transparency. Or, she might release a set of elliptical orbs/flattened orbits,  ‘developing’ 

in a series from the barely visible to lightly shaded to strongly dimensional, set apace on 

a  vanishing trajectory that cuts the grid-squared graph-paper from down left to top right 

in a steep tilt.  

Thus Nasreen uses the concept and practice of mark and erasure in discreet 

abundance; the lines, strung and broken, shine and fade like a spidery weave (Nasreen: ‘A 

spider can only make a web but it makes it to perfection.’)The shimmer gives the drawing 

a sensate surface, it also gives it another dimension in that the sensation  lifts off the page 

and the graphic application, while remaining two dimensional, alludes to a third, 

fabricating a screen or web. In later work, the screen lifts and the surface yields to pure 

space where a graphic wing takes bold flight.  

But forget the metaphors and the images. There is everywhere a welter of lines--

sticks thrown by the monk in a game of ‘I Ching’ (that Nasreen rather believed in) and a 

chance (dis)order in the mind as in the world.  And, in this falling apart, the cohering 

principle of the squared surface that passes in the first reading for a fine-tuned grid, offers 

you a glimpse of eccentric change and its esoteric decipherment. 

 

Geometry 

At this point, I would like to invoke Hans Belting’s exposition on the Arab/Islamic 

passion for mathematics and geometry: 3  Belting makes the middle-east 

                                                 
3 From the Resume of Hans Belting’s 
The double Perspective. 
Arab Mathematics and Renaissance Art, 
Or, 
Arab Geometry and Western pictures 
“The book deals with a historical encounter between two cultures. Pictorial perspective , as  invented in 
Renaissance Florence,  not only borrowed its name but also the mathematical theory  of visual rays from an 
Arab treatise whose Latin translation  seems to have been made in Spain. I am speaking of the “Book of 
Optics” (Kitāb al-Manāzir) of Ibn Al-Haitham, also known as Alhazen, a well known authority of the 11th 
century. The Latin name of the book , “Perspectiva” or “De Aspectibus” later was abandoned in the first printed 
edition of Fredric Risner and replaced by Optics, the originally Greek term. Alhazen’s treatise had been “famous 
and came in everybody’s hand” in al-Andalus, as we know from 12th century Arab sources. The Latin 
translation was to have a lasting success first in the scholastic philosophy of perception and cognition where it 
was commented on and debated by so-called “perspectivists” Vitelo, Roger Bacon and John Peckham, and later  
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(Basra/Baghdad/Cairo)---Florence--Andalusia connection through the figure of the 

scholar ‘Alhazen’ (Ibn Al-Haitham, well known physicist/mathematician of the 11th 

century, author of the “Book of Optics” (Kitāb al-Manāzir)  that was “famous and came 

in everybody’s hand” in al-Andalus) Paraphrasing Belting, mathematics, according to 

Alhazen,  had a superior beauty as it is based on calculation -- a beauty not just seen but 

‘read’ in a cognitive act of perception.”  Putting it the other way round, the geometricians 

of the Islamic world,  “ concentrate” according to Belting “on the mechanics of the 

optical process whose laws are those of the light and allow for mathematical 

calculation…” 

  Nasreen ‘inherits’, as if, the Arab-Islamic artist’s  commitment to beauty that is 

analogous to the mathematician’s  in that it is inscribed/as well as read—cognitively. 

Nasreen, no mathematician by any stretch, would invent arithmetical  series in her 

diaries—a counting/ recounting/ cantatory inscription of numbers that split down to half-

numbers (like half-notes on a musical sheet). These she sometimes arranged in  serried 

rows –like the graphics of concrete poetry from earlier  20th century. She provokes us to 

ask: can a faux calculation lead to a pristine and ‘incalculably’ intricate structure of lines; 

and the other way round, can the calculation be so arbitrary if it is able to generate —in 

the very act of perception-- a prismatic/refracted surface, demonstrating, as if , the 

“mechanics of the optical process”.  

Belting goes on to speak about the Arab artist’s “reluctance to deal with anything 

mimetic and pictorial, while  concentrating entirely on geometry and light…. ”  and we 

can see this remote inspiration in the fierceness with which Nasreen rejected the figural-- 

specifically, the mimetic and pictorial. Consider how Nasreen’s  was a disembodied 

vision; how she decimated the organic/limb structure of vision’s targeted forms and 

sought a purification—of self and substance. And, yet she sustained subjectivity, as if to 

say the absent body creates its own phenomenology in space -- a being-in-place that is 

both contingent to the perceptual fact and committed to the consciousness it yields: a 

form of hypostasis? Thus, without turning the optical process into the appropriative 

                                                                                                                                                 
in the Renaissance among artists like Filippo Brunelleschi, the builder of the dome cupola in Florence, and 
humanists like  Leon Battista Alberti, the author of the first text on painting that included the  theory of art 
perspective.” 
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tendency of the gaze—a narcissistic mirroring back of self— subjectivity, like the absent 

body,  is kept in a state of suspension. 

 The formalization of perception into geometry, into the (unstable and sometimes 

repudiated)  grid,  becomes the very means to sift the artist’s subjectivity – conceived, 

here, as a process of transposing inner and outer, material and cosmic, luminous and 

sonic, vibrations. Geometry provides the lattice for ‘receiving’/transmitting light; distils 

the artist’s subjectivity, lifts the perceptual threshold. Geometry creates a calligraphy for 

thought and, in the moment of its inscription, renders the surface fathomless (or, 

conversely, unfathomed), like the empty infinite. 

 

Retake on Abstraction 

In a sense, Nasreen broke with the canons:  the more sterile dictum of surface flatness 

enjoined in late modernists art by Clement Greenberg was not of interest to Nasreen, 

even  as she would have  asked to be read in a less rigid register of formality than that of 

the Minimalists. The minimalist nature of Agnes Martin’s work was not only to maintain 

a measured and equitable relationship, a neutral and incontrovertible balance between 

parts and the whole; it was also to cultivate a formal indifference and with it an ascribed 

ethics-- phenomenological poise that settles into a poetics-- of  silence, peace and life’s 

affirmation. Nasreen too treated the grid as the substratum of her universe; but while she 

was ever-regardful of the edge and four corners of  the formatted (vertical-horizontal) 

space, she differed significantly on two counts. 

One: If the grid, in visual terms (as against its conceptual attributes elaborated in 

structuralist theses), is the paradigmatic positioning of the human body on a vertical-

horizontal axis; a reduced rendering of the  coordinates of the universe; the underpinning 

of our terrestrial presence, Nasreen, exposes its fluid core, trapping, the flux within the  

‘absolute’. 

Two: In last decade of her life, the grid gives way to precipitous structures, 

dynamic configurations—suspended within the perceptual field in an “aspirational”4 

mode. Not the indifferent graph but the diagonal, elegant and defiant, supported by a 

                                                 
4 GK essay 
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rectangular rather than a square format, become the much favoured form in her 

repertoire.  

With her unevenly stacked ‘horizons’, gravity-free structures, stratospheric 

illusions, Nasreen can be more persuasively seen as  ‘quoting’ the Supramatists in their 

simultaneous quest for the spiritual and the scientific, the natural and the futuristic; and, 

above all, in their linguistic quest even as they built, brick by brick,  grammar and 

syntactical structure for use by later artists—like Nasreen. 

In 1921 Malevich writes: 

In the future not a single grounded structure will remain on Earth. Nothing will 
be fastened or tied down. This is the true nature of the universe. But while each 
unit is a singular part of nature, it will soon merge with the whole. 

This is what Suprematism means to me—the dawn of an era in which the 
nucleus will move as a single force of atomized energy and will expand within 
new, orbiting, spatial systems. . . Today we have advanced into a new fourth 
dimension of motion. We have pulled up our consciousness by its roots from the 
Earth. It is free now to revolve in the infinity of space.5  
  

 

Diagonal/ Perspective 

The point I want to make now is that  the phenomenological orientation for order in 

Nasreen’s  drawings is preceded and followed by turbulence. Nasreen’s spare drawings 

aspire to ‘monitor’ the plenitude of the imagination; her later drawings, open out the 

space to contradictory perspectives through converging/ diverging lines, fan-like 

structures, steep angles, parallel trajectories, overlapping planes that are sometimes dense 

to the point of becoming opaque/ jet black.   

Behold the mirage of shooting, piercing arrows let fly by angels who sped out and 

beyond her wounded soul.… In the later drawings these, her own farishte, 6  slant across 

(the paper) and throw sharp black shadows -- a kind of anamorphosis7 of the cosmic body 

that is but only a chevron, cutting, dividing, distorting the gridded space. 

 Perspective gives Nasreen the geometrical means to facilitate traversal; therefore 

perspective for her is a  concept more than a perceptual illusion. Nevertheless, 

                                                 
5 Kazimir Malevich,‘Futurism–Suprematism,1921:An Extract’, in Kazimir Malevich 1878–1935, exhibition 

catalogue, The Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Culture Centre, Los Angeles, 1990, p. 177. 
6 Ramu Gandhi 
7 (Rosalind Krauss on Hesse) 
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perspective is an illusion gifted by the optical apparatus. It inevitably invokes the horizon 

to become a metaphor for distance-- and quest—and Nasreen is not exempt from the 

temptation of using such illusions/allusions. Indeed, she even uses  the principle of the 

vanishing point -- but usually in a lateral movement, with the bar or plane lifted in a 

diagonal range. Playing with the horizon/ perspective continuum,  she stacks several 

planes to create a ‘deep’ horizon, then distorts it with a tilt, then cuts the bar with sleek 

light-rays or a broad thrust of light. The intersection of perspectival planes with light-

shafts produces an elemental  frisson, it sometimes yields  a symbol: a virtual cross 

supported by two planular wings appears on the page. But not wanting to press the 

symbolic, she seems merely to acknowledge the stigmata  and resums drafting the 

elements to sheer formality. She gives depth to light by the shadow of her minutely 

etched lines, she breaks up the planes with pure light so that the gratuitously revealed 

cross is no more than the axis of an exposed pathway and, the pathway no more than the 

surface of the paper. With systematic acts of  erasure, Nasreen frees herself from the 

mode of abstraction that sentimentalizes nature.  

“We may now speak of representing geometry, just as speaking, in the Arab 

context, of represented geometry. What is the difference? While geometry in a way 

represents a certain branch of mathematics, on the Arab side  it is represented as a 

symbolic system of viewing and was a subject of its own. We could say that in 

representing geometry not just as a tool or method but for its own sake and for its own 

beauty Arab artisans represented mathematics which otherwise are un-representable, and 

looked beyond the discipline  of mathematics toward a cosmic  principle.”8  

 

Time and Light 

When Nasreen plots a plain graph, she indexes the infinite;9  with the residual charge of a 

shooting line, the infinite acquires a cosmic dimension; in the apparitional dissolution of 

the ellipse, cycles of time are contained. Indeed, Nasreen’s drawings are overtly about 
                                                 
8 Belting 
9 ‘The difference of mathematical perspective in the West is obvious. Here , geometry is representing 
something else which is not geometry . It helps to construct a  picture of the world on the basis of visual 
geometry , a picture of a world seen and a  visual space , as it opens in front of the eyes and represents an 
individual look. I am therefore inclined to call Renaissance perspective  an attempt to measure our view, while 
Alhazen’s visual theory could be described as the project  to measure light and thus to follow and reconstruct  its 
abstract geometrical traffic in a sublunar world of objects.’Belting 
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space but subliminally about time and the interface is provided by the architectural trope 

of the sun dial so well elaborated in India and the form and function of which she loved.  

In the last two years of her life, she clears the grid as well as the angled emphases 

and introduces circular forms—arc, half circle, ellipse and disc— as though the farishte  

had gravitated to the centre, resumed their poise and hovered there …pierced by linear 

shafts, bracketed by open triangles, lightly held in their heightened, haloed singularity of 

(non) presence. They appear on/above Nasreen’s plain white paper as a mere curve and 

lick of breath, a divine calligraph, suspended in emptiness.  

Agnes Martin had said “the circle expands too much” 10; Nasreen, on the 

contrary, was enchanted with lunar vanity, with the moon’s lucid grace and eclipsed 

profile. Her arc and ring drawings allude to the changeling moon as to the revolving 

angels— and when she gives the floating circle a horizontal aspect, it becomes a moon-

boat screened by a shutter--its delicate fins filtering the miracle of light. Drawn as she is 

to the perfection of the moon as it waxes and wanes, the  temporal too comes to be 

inscribed in Nasreen’s emphatically spatial imagination.11  

Not only do the shadow plnes created by linear-tonality register time; the mere  

inscription of the graphic mark on the sheet leaves in its wake a luminescence— 

resembling the extreme abstraction of a temporal phenomena like the stars’ delayed 

delivery of light.. 

If Nasreen’s orientation towards the infinite comes from a remote comprehension 

of nothingness and light-years, of shadowed time and stellar space, it constitutes a 

metaphysics as it does a graphic vocabulary. Thus when Nasreen’s grid stretches into 

perspective, or curves into tense arc, the sensory membrane detaches itself from the 

elaborate structure of cognition as it does from a phenomenological rendering of forms in 

space and other art-historical antecedents. 

So I return to Belting’s observation that in Alhazen’s theory, “geometry served as 

a medium for purifying the world of the senses while at the same time representing the 

supreme reign of light in the world.”  And I reiterate Nasreen’s  intuitive relationship 

with Arab mathematical genius, especially  with the  ‘geometricians’ in pursuit of a 

                                                 
10 Agnes Martin my essay 
11 Suzzane Min 
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theory of perception, that leaves both artist and viewer erased by that very “reign of 

light”…! 

 

Fragility/Versatility 

Her desire to balance the device of the levitating diagonal may have grown into an 

obsession when she became more vulnerable to her motor disorder. She nurtured a 

virtuosity even as to the orientation of  her own, not so functional, body, deriving a deep  

thrill from moving in space where  her own position was precariously stretched. Using 

contrary perspectives, she transported the viewer, as well: an optical illusion, a 

phenomenological doubt-- how far, how near, could the artist/viewer be to the material 

support of these strange, vanishing, platforms in space? Together air-borne, their bodies 

suspended below or above the hovering shadow-planes, performing something rather like 

an air-show where the wings of the machine tilt only to retain the perfect formation….  

The more vulnerable her neuro-muscular disorder made her, the more she strove 

for perfection of a particular order: she used precision instruments that architects need to 

draw serious structures—and these gleaming steel instruments lying side by side in their 

flat velvet-lined box beside her drawing board she coveted both for their fetish and 

functional value. Here, then, she was not modest but something of a virtuoso, and her 

aspiration lay in calibrating the ink-flow in the finest of rapidograph pens to obtain the  

entire range from an incision on the paper to a faint line resembling the mark of graphite, 

to a linear build up producing gradation of tone, mass, shadow between, above and below 

diagonal  planes shot through with light—immanent light or the light drawn from the 

surface of the paper itself which was, after all is said, her ultimate frame of reference and 

within which she etched the calligraphic sign, faint and firm  of her discreetly mortal 

presence. 12 The virtuosity was  crowned by a metaphor: an untethered soul navigating 

through cosmological straits in a fiercely directional flight. 

She positioned herself in her bare studio as a solitary disciple --with discipline so 

humble as sitting on the floor cross-legged through the night at her drawing-board and 

playing on the surface of a paper with ruled  lines, fine like the hair on her large and sleek 

                                                 
12 Alhazen ,in his book on Optics, uses both geometrical ornament and scripture; his examples reveal how central it 
was in Arab aesthetics both to contemplate  geometry on walls and vessels and to read as well as to watch 
geometrical style writing. 
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and gently bowed head. In this position she maintained the integrity of the four-cornered 

space and made it the ordering limit of her spectral ambitions. This returned her to the 

graphic potential of the modestly marked page—a venerated surface and  strict format, 

ecstatically inscribed with sign and meaning by Asian calligraphers all the way from the 

Islamic to the Buddhist worlds. From these inscriptions she derived her secular moment 

of grace 

 

Ethnicity, cosmopolitanism, iconoclasm 

We should not ethnicise Nasreen’s very cosmopolitan practice—even as it would be 

limiting to see the formation/dissemination of  pan-Arab/ Islamic knowledge  in local and 

ethnic and not also in cosmopolitan terms. It would be even more narrow to attribute to 

Nasreen who is of course Muslim (with some of her family living and trading in the Arab 

emirates in the Gulf) some especially religio-cultural affinity to Islam.  

Nor are we well served by a Jungian notion of embodying and recovering 

civilizational  mentalities. So, it is not a psychic/ symbiotic state of mind that I try to 

excavate but more simply the life-sustaining quality that can be drawn from within 

cultural formations: Montein Boonma  from Thailand draws from Buddhism a healing 

resonance to sustain mortal life … .This (elective) affinity by believers/non-believers 

within a culture may indeed be, in its integral nature, more subtle than the somewhat 

more ‘academic’ reading of artworks along the twin axes of iconography + stylistics 

positioned within the paradigm of western art history.  

Take the question of iconoclasm. Nasreen is heir by choice and default to those 

world-wide movements that reclaim the  ‘castle of purity’  the moderns erected and 

abandoned --recouping as well an abstract alternative with its urge for iconoclasm. From 

the 1920s there is, as we know, a strain  of  ‘iconoclasm’ within modern art; then there is 

the ‘second wave’ of  iconoclasm from the 1960s  through to the 70s including of course 

the most often quoted formalization of the ‘real’ undertaken by the American 

Minimalists, not least the already quoted Agnes Martin.  

Iconoclastically ‘pure’ abstraction, also develops in many instances as a form of 

resistance to hegemonic conditions and outright repression. With the Russian avantgarde 

of the 1920s behind them, the modernists in Brazil, the Concrete and Neo-Concrete 
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artists of the 1950s and 60s,  make an artistic refusal of the regimes of representation 

(within corrupt dictatorial systems by power) and go on to provide, in conjunction with 

women artists  

( ‘feminists’ in some cases), an alternative aesthetic. Consider, Lygia Clark; Anna Maria  

Maiolino and Mira Schendel; and, later,  Iole de Freitas. Iconoclasm in the twentieth 

century has a revolutionary/ utopian aspect as it has a metaphysical one; in its neo- 

avantgarde manifestation, it is conceptual and  feminist. 

But there are other, much larger, histories of iconoclasm, most remarkably of 

course the Islamic. And then there are myriad aspects to that blunt label and infinitesimal 

inflections in its formal features. For example the masculanist aspect of  Arab culture is 

supplemented and transformed by the Sufi path coming from Iran and Turkey-- to 

India—and Nasreen among so many artists and musicians, can easily meld these to gain a 

sublimated and oddly gendered aesthetic. Add weaving to the processes she loved to 

scrutinize, and you have the grammars of writing, transcription, arithmetic, geometry --

and the shuttle, weaving warp and weft into a text-ile, into wordless scripture, into 

ornament, into universal patterns of the hand and mind. Indeed the shuttle is a good 

metaphor for the click and speed, the interruptions and intervals of her lines among lines 

– it is the ‘applied’ aspect of  her imaginary (mathematical) calculus. 

 There is then a double bind of negation and affirmation in the quest I chart with 

Nasreen. Her choice and sensibility for abstract art -- decidedly set off by her disciplined 

and dedicated  acculturation to western modernist art— leads her to remote and refractive 

recoveries of ‘classical/medieval’ principles in science, art and nature. Arab-Islamic 

geometry and its implied metaphysics, gently garnerd within the secular ambience of her 

upbringing,  deepened the principle of abstraction, lead her to conceptualise perception, 

helped distill her language. She arrived without ideological insistence at forms culled 

from the keen spirit and transcendent virtues of iconoclasm.  

All these references, imbibed and generated by Nasreen, need neither be ethnicized 

nor globalized into standard, single-track readings. And we have only to look at her 

extraordinary photographs--which she ever subordinated, like  her ‘sketches’,  working 

notes and diaries, in fear of corrupting through gratuitous biography the pristine attention 

required by her drawings. These near-empty black and white photographs of the see-
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shore and desert, Japanese highway and Fatehpur Sikri, weaver’s loom and urban water-

towers,  to see that belonging is not an issue. She may be a free spirit gliding through 

terrestrial/celestial space, if civilizational attributes cleave to her, if she can be teacher 

and friend and beloved in full measure, if the simplest fellow-beings  sweeten her life to 

compassion, then belonging is in the manner of a graceful passage and her work is in that 

unique sense universal.  

 

Geeta Kapur 
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